MAX Bulky
Item Policy:
Shopping Bags, Carts,
Strollers, and Cargo
Effective August 1, 2016
To ensure a safe, secure,
comfortable rider experience for
everyone, passengers must
observe MAX limits for bags,
carts, strollers, and other
allowable bulky items.
Please keep in mind that, in
addition to the specific limits
listed in this brochure, drivers
and/or supervisors will always
have the discretionary authority
to determine if any item is too
big or dangerous to be
transported.

MAX Bulky Item Policy
lap if blocking the aisles and/or if
requested by the driver to enable
proper securement of mobility
device.

Rules for all items:








Riders are limited only to allowable
items that can be boarded in a
single trip onto the vehicle without
assistance from another person.
Multiple trips to load bags, carts,
strollers, or cargo are not allowed.
Passengers must stay with their
carts or cargo during the entire trip
and hold onto their belongings
firmly.
The interior area near any door shall
always be free of all items including
carts, strollers, and cargo, as this
area is considered a main
emergency exit. Loading items
through the rear door of a bus, due
to the front being full, is not
permitted.
The amount of cargo carried with or
attached to mobility devices is
limited to what the rider can place
securely on his/her lap when seated
and must not create a scenario
where the device exceeds the
maximum cart dimensions listed
below. Bags and Packages must be
removed and placed on the rider’s





Riders with carts, strollers, or other
cargo should sit in designated "cart/
stroller" seating areas when
available on vehicles and when
space is available.
Strollers and empty carts should be
properly folded and stored as to not
impede the free movement of
passengers or the driver in the aisle,
doors, or emergency exits and must
not present a potential hazard to or
danger to riders. If a cart with
packages cannot be folded, it must
also be stored in a way that meets
the same requirements.
Quantity and Size Limits

Shopping Bags:
Riders are limited to three shopping
bags OR one carry-on item not
exceeding twenty five pounds that can
be reasonably carried on their laps
when seated and/or stowed safely
under, or in front of, their seats.

Shopping Carts:
Carts will not be allowed if they:


Exceed 30" tall, 18" wide, and 18"
deep (not including handle and/or
wheels)



Cannot easily/quickly negotiate
vehicle door entrances and turns
for any reason



Contain loads that exceed the
height and designated capacity of
the carrying device



Include items that are wet, leaking,
or considered hazardous for any
reason

Strollers:
Passengers with strollers must remove
the child and collapse the stroller
before boarding the vehicle.
It is recommended that parents or
guardians of children removed from
strollers stay seated with the child in
their laps as it may not be safe to be
standing.
MAX drivers/supervisors may
determine if any item is too big or
dangerous to be transported.

